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What advocates can take away from the last decade of surveying "Climate Change in 
the American Mind"

John Kotcher, George Mason Center for Climate Change Communication 
Joshua Low, Yale Program on Climate Change Communication  



What is CCAM? 



Ten Actionable Insights



Insight: Trend toward belief in global warming



Insight: Trend toward belief in global warming



Insight: Increasingly worried, but there’s hope. 



Insight: Increasingly worried, but there’s hope. 



Insight: Many Americans see global warming as a 
distant problem.



Action: Reduce psychological distance

Sunny day tidal flooding on October 17, 2016 at Brickell Bay Drive and 12th Street in downtown Miami, 
photo by B137/Wikimedia Creative Commons License.





Insight: Partisan polarization on global warming.





Action: Capitalize on this moment by working  with the Liberal Democrats to raise the issue 
with candidates and elected leaders. 



Action: Engage the 1 of 5 Republicans that do think it should be a high priority. 



Insight: Partisan agreement on clean energy



Insight: Partisan agreement on clean energy



Action: Start the 
conversation with 
clean energy and 
other solutions 
with certain 
audiences



Global Warming’s “Six Americas”

Illustrations by Michael Sloan

Nov. 2019
N = 1,303



Primary differences between the six groups





What can the world 
(and I) do to reduce 

global warming? 

What harm will it 
cause? Why 

should I care?

How do you know 
that global warming 

is happening or 
human-caused?

Leiserowitz et al., (2011)

Action: Use a different strategy with each of the 6 Americas. 





Insight: Spiral of silence 



Insight: Spiral of silence. 



Action: Organize conversations.



Insight: 1 out of 3 would join a climate campaign. 







Insight: The Power of Social Norms.



Action: Leverage Social Norms. 



Insight: More Latinos are worried, and more are willing to join a campaign.



Insight: More Latinos are worried.



Action: Invest in organizing with Latino communities.



Ten Insights 

• Trend toward belief in 
global warming

• Increasingly worried, but 
there’s hope. 

• Distant problem
• Partisan polarization
• Agreement on clean 

energy 

• Six Americas
• Spiral of silence 
• 1 out of 3 would join a 

climate campaign
• Power of social norms
• More Latinos are worried



Insights 
contributed by

• Anthony Leiserowitz
• Jennifer Marlon
• Lisa Fernandez
• Seth Rosenthal
• Edward Maibach
• Eric Fine
• John Kotcher
• Parrish Bergquist
• Tony Sirna



Tools



Yale Climate Opinion Maps



Yale Climate Opinion Factsheets Tool



Six Americas Super Short Survey (SASSY!)

1. How important is the issue of 
global warming to you 
personally?
2. How worried are you about 
global warming?
3. How much do you think global 
warming will harm you 
personally?
4. How much do you think global 
warming will harm future 
generations of people?



Questions & 
Discussion

Contact
Ypccc.partners@yale.edu

jkotcher@gmu.edu

info@climateadvocacylab.org

http://yale.edu
http://gmu.edu
http://climateadvocacylab.org


Thank you!
Feedback

https://forms.gle/cn22MpUUNf3sYCML9

Contact
Ypccc.partners@yale.edu

jkotcher@gmu.edu

info@climateadvocacylab.org

https://forms.gle/cn22MpUUNf3sYCML9
http://yale.edu
http://gmu.edu
http://climateadvocacylab.org

